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Welcome to

Knights Estate Agents was founded in 2010
with the vision of providing a personalised
service with unrivalled expertise to sellers
on a cost-effective basis and a strong belief
in partnership. Our modern offices are
based in the heart of a thriving business
district in central Crawley and we operate
throughout Sussex and Surrey.
We are an independently owned and run
business with combined staff experience of
over 25 years in selling properties in the
local area.
Our knowledgeable and enthusiastic team
combine traditional estate agency
experience with the very latest technology
ensuring we leave no stone unturned in order
to maximise all opportunities in achieving our
common goals: Getting you the best price
possible for your property whilst giving the
best possible service.
For your Peace of Mind and to ensure the
highest standards of service are maintained,
we are regulated by The Property
Ombudsman (TPO).
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Expert Property
Marketing
Why choose
Knights Estate Agents?
Experts in marketing for impact, to attract
attention and make your property stand out
from the crowd
Thoughtfully written property descriptions,
NOT Estate Agency jargon!
Far reaching exposure to a vast audience of
ready buyers
Quality adverts
newspapers

in

local

property

The professional attention of the Directors
with over 25 years combined experience,
eliminating the possibility of breakdowns in
communication, ensuring and enhancing
quality and personal service.
No Restrictive Contracts. We believe that
asking the seller to sign a lengthy and
restrictive contract is wrong. We give all our
clients the freedom to take their business
elsewhere at anytime if they are not
completely satisfied. The way estate agency
should be....

The directors have presided over the
successful sale of several thousand
properties. This vast all-encompasing
experience makes us experts in the
marketing, presentation and showcasing of
property. We imagine that if you are selling
your property, your goal is to; Attract the
interest of the best profile of buyer (suited
to your needs), in the quickest timeframe
whilst achieving the highest possible price
with minimal fuss and stress.
A strong marketing campaign will see your
property stand out from the crowd and
garner the interest of potential buyers.
But how do you market your home to
achieve maximum interest? It’s important
to remember that in reality, there are no
magic wands, but, here are four key areas
of focus.
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Pricing it right
To start with an understatement: It’s
important to get the price right. Pricing a
property is tricky in today’s market. Too high
and it will sit on the shelf and gather dust, too
low and you run the risk of underselling the
property. So, it’s crucially important to strike a
balance.

Making your property
stand out from the
crowd

To state the obvious: The property must be
priced in the same region as other properties
relative to its size, condition and location; the
comparable evidence. Try your best to look at
the situation impartially and objectively. Our
advice is to look at the hard evidence.
It’s also very important not to be tempted to
go with the agent that offers you the highest
price as many agents will use this to secure
your business and tie you in to a lengthy sole
agency agreement. The chances are they will
work the price down and you will end up
selling at a lower price than you could have
achieved at the outset. For peace of mind we
offer all our clients the freedom to go
elsewhere at anytime if they are dissatisfied
with our service, this means we have to
deliver and keep our promises.
There are several pricing strategies available
to sellers so don’t be blinkered and make sure
you consider all the options available.

If you are thinking of selling your property the
overwhelming odds are that your buyer will
find out about your property by searching
online. It’s fair to say that the marketing of
property online is more important than ever
before. Did you know that rightmove.co.uk
received over ONE BILLION page views in
ONE MONTH last year! Based on this fact
alone……the importance of ‘internet
marketing’ cannot be overstated.
When launching a new property to the
market it’s very important that we take our
time, as the saying goes; “You don’t get a
second chance to make a first impression”.
The photographs must be nothing less than
perfect, so take time to prepare your home
for this. Using our vast experience we know
which photographs to choose in order to
showcase your home in its best light.
The description of your property must be well
written and be filled with useful information,
not just the typical ‘Estate Agency Jargon’!.
This is why before launching your home to
the market we take the time to establish
together, what we feel the best selling
features and benefits of your property are.
This will enable us to write something
meaningful making the property more
appealing to prospective buyers.

Exposing the property
to the widest audience
possible and being
proactive in marketing
To ensure our clients properties reach the
widest audience possible we advertise all our
properties on the websites below:

Utilising the feedback
properly
When gathering feedback it is very important
for an agent to first get a sense of perspective
from the viewer. Everyone is different and has
a different viewpoint. For example: If the
person viewing hasn’t seen any other
properties and doesn’t know the area, their
comments are far less valuable than someone
who has viewed 20 properties and knows the
area well.
During the marketing process, feedback from
viewers is an essential tool in the pursuit of a
buyer; many agents just see feedback as
another part of the process, but it really is so
much more.
The feedback of buyers will tell you what you
need to do in order to achieve your target,
what else is available, how your property fares
in comparison, what it is people like, what
they don’t like etc. With our experience and
questioning skills, valuable information can
be extracted and communicated to our clients
making the entire process more
straightforward and transparent.

With the digital age in full swing and with an
ever increasing number of enquires now
being made from mobile devices, we make
sure that we cast our net far and wide for our
clients.
We also advertise in Local Newspapers
keeping a constant presence and strong flow
of enquiries.
In addition to this, we adopt a proactive
approach and call buyers that are registered
and professionally pre-qualified by us to
generate viewing activity, this is often a very
successful channel.
We have invested in software to enable us to
mail property details to potential buyers with
ease. But, we will never ‘rail-road’ people into
viewing mindlessly.

Meet the Directors
Mark Halsey Director

Ross Gardner Director

I b e g a n my c a re e r
working for an
independent property
company in 1997 and over
the years have been
fortunate enough to
build many good working
relationships with
corporate clients and
relocation companies,
which I still maintain today.

I’m an experienced,
pa s s io na te pro p e r ty
expert and business
leader with the benefit of
over 11 years experience
in all aspects of Estate
Agency. I began my
career working for an
independent agency
covering Surrey and
Sussex and over the years I’ve been fortunate
enough to have gained an insight into all
levels and facets of the housing market,
having sold and let all types of property from
Studio apartments, through to Country
Estates. I have built many strong
relationships with clients and have worked
with some well known corporate and celebrity
clients over the years.

Having worked for an independent estate
agent for 12 years (including six years at
director level), I decided to set up Knights
Estate Agents in 2010 because I felt that the
rigid framework of a large company was not
conducive to providing a professional and
personal service and would also compromise
my personal integrity. I strongly believed that
with hard work and dedication that I could
build a better business based on honesty,
transparency, partnership and trust. It’s been
a great joy to see Knights grow over the past
few years, I’m very passionate about what we
do and I always will be.
At Knights Estate Agents we don’t cling to
‘Sales Gimmicks’ to try and get higher fees
nor do we ask our clients to sign a restrictive
sole agency contract (a unilateral agreement
that only favours the agent and not the
seller). We pride ourselves on having a
straight-talking approach and our policy is
simple; If any of our clients are unhappy or
feel they could be better off elsewhere, they
are free to leave us, at any time, without
penalty. So, we have to be as good as we say
we are and ultimately produce results.

Having worked in sales and lettings for both
independent and corporate companies at a
senior level has given me a wealth of
experience to call upon and a rare
perspective on Estate Agency. Through this
all-encompassing experience I am able to
advise my clients on all their property needs
with specific bespoke advice. Which, I am
told, is a refreshing break from the usual
‘One size fits all approach’!
Estate Agency has changed and evolved a
great deal over the past 10 – 15 years with
the internet now playing a central role in
the marketing of homes with some property
w e b s i t e s g e n e ra t i n g a s m a n y a s
1,250,000,000 page views per month! The
importance of a strong, intelligent
marketing campaign cannot be overstated.
In the marketing of homes, I believe that a
carefully planned strategy with a proactive,
quality approach will produce results every
time.
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Here’s what some of
our clients had to say…

Knights offered a Friendly, Efficient service
& gave an Honest Achievable valuation on my
property. They were Extremely helpful at all
times throughout the process of Marketing,
Selling & Completing. Overall I was very
Impressed with Knights professional service
and I would recommend. Ms A

I cannot thank Knights enough for the
excellent service. Their simple contract was
exactly what I needed. Everything went
through smoothly and quickly. I will be
recommending. Mr S

I have found Knights to be a cut above
others in terms of their professionalism,
service and attitude. We had experienced
problems with other agents in the past but
Knights have restored our faith. Mr Y

I would like to commend you on the
excellent service that you provided for my
family recently when we moved house. After
viewing several properties and dealing with a
number of agents, your company was by far
the most caring and professional at such a
stressful time. Mr & Mrs L

The property was marketed effectively and
efficiently. I will certainly be using Knights
again in the future. Miss F

We were extremely impressed with the
professionalism and efficiency we received
from Knights. Mr P & Mr L

You’ve acted very professionally. I am
delighted with the outcome. Ms C

Energy Performance
Certificates Explained
Energy performance certificates (EPCs) give
potential buyers an upfront look at how
energy efficient your property is, how it can
be improved and how much money this
could save.
EPCs for homes were first introduced in
2007 as part of home information packs
(HIPS) for home sellers. HIPS were scrapped
in 2010, but if you're selling your house
you're still legally required to have an EPC
in place.
You must have at least commissioned the
energy performance certificate when you
put your home on the market and can
arrange it through your estate agent or
directly with an EPC provider.
Home reports, Scotland’s equivalent of
HIPS, are still required and include an EPC
(known as an energy report). They also
include a survey and a property
questionnaire.
EPCs were also introduced to the rental
market in 2008. In most cases, landlords
marketing their properties for rent must
have an EPC available for prospective
tenants to view or risk a fine (for more
information, see our Guide for Landlords).

What information does an
EPC provide?
This document is valid for 10 years and
shows how good – or bad – the energy
efficiency of your property is. It grades the
property’s energy efficiency from A to G,
with A being the highest rating.
If you have a brand new home it’s likely to
have a high rating. If you have an older home
it’s likely to be around D or E.
The energy performance certificate also
lists ways to improve the rating - such as
installing double glazing or loft, floor or wall
insulation.
The theory is that the better the rating your
property gets, the more attractive it should
be to a buyer as it indicates lower energy
bills.
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Instructing a Solicitor
At Knights, we’ve teamed up with a group of specialist property Solicitors called, ‘Simply
Conveyancing’, so that our clients can benefit from an all-encompassing service.
‘Working with you and Knights Estate Agents, Simply Conveyancing starts the legal process as soon
as your property is launched to the market enabling you to become ‘Sale Ready’. When a buyer is
found not only is considerable time saved, but more importantly, your buyer becomes financially
committed and engaged in the legal process much earlier – reducing the chance of your sale falling
through.

This is what happens when your buyer is found...
...when you are ‘Sale Ready’
Day 1

The contract papers have already been prepared by Simply Conveyancing and are sent to your Buyers Solicitor
who can then order searches and start the purchase process

...when you are NOT ‘Sale Ready’
Day 1/2

You need to appoint a Solicitor to act on your behalf

Day 3/4

Your Solicitor writes to you confirming their terms of business and requests you to complete and return various
forms and information

Day 10/14

It takes an average of between 7-10 days to collect and return this information (some of which may not be
easy to find such as guarantees, warranties, and other documents where required). At this time you will also
be required to send your Solicitor money on account of legal expenses

Day 15/16

The legal process now starts. Your Solicitor has received your confirmation to act together with paperwork and
legal. Title Documents can now be ordered from the Land Registry

Day 17/18

On receipt of the Title Documents your Solicitor will complete the contract papers and send them to your Buyer’s
Solicitor (the papers include the contract, Title Documents, plan, property information form, fixtures and fittings
schedule, copies of warranties, guarantees etc)

Day 19

Buyer’s Solicitor receives the contract papers

Day 20

Buyer’s Solicitor is ready to order searches and start the purchase process

Other features of the conveyancing
service include:
No move, no legal fee
Fixed legal fee
Personal relationship - one solicitor to one client
Direct dial and personal email address for ease of contact
Real time text message and email updates
Online case tracking 24/7
Search Guarantee - free second searches if first property
falls through
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Knights Estate Agents
The Pinnacle, Central Court,
Station Way, Crawley,
West Sussex, RH10 1JH
01293 763111
info@knightsproperty.co.uk
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